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Editorial

We present a few innovative themes in the computational linguistics with the help of the current
issue of IJCLR.

The news summarization activity now becomes largely automated and the paper of Deepa and Reghu
Raj reflects the fuzzy Graph based Document Model.  While they evaluated the fuzzy model they have
used Eigen value convergence of the similarity matrix. They found that the correlation between manual
and automatic news summarization is high.

In the paper on Search Engine Behavior and Satisfaction of Arab Students from a User Perspective,
the author Annegret Gross has studied the search engine usage from the perspective of Arab users. The
author has studied many parameters that include frequency of search engine usage, preferred search
engines, user priorities for search engine selection, language preferences such as search language,
search engine language interface, and user opinion on the quality of English search results versus
Arabic search results. A few parameters investigated were never studied earlier in any piece of research.

In the third paper on “Database Development and Automatic Speech recognition of Isolated Pashto
spoken Digits using MFCC and K-NN” the authors Zakir Ali, Arbab Waseem Abbas, Thasleema,
Burhanuddin and Tanzeela have studied the database development and automatic speech recognition of
isolated Pashto spoken digits. In the experimental analysis, they are able to find an overall average
recognition accuracy of 76.8%.

The papers provide significant inputs to the future of computational linguistics research.
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